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persona 4 arena is a game, and there's little doubt that
it's the best one ever. that's not to say that every game
can be the best ever, and there's a case to be made for
any number of other games being better than this game.
persona 4 arena, however, is certainly one of the best of
its generation. it's weird to say, but the persona series as
a whole has been the most consistently smart and
meaningful role-playing game series in years. aiden pink's
short documentary has a much more accessible point of
view and displays the games archive in a way that's
incredibly interesting. aiden pink lists the pros and cons of
the game being broken and also touches on how the game
has found appeal to a whole new audience. persona 4
arena and other titles such as dissidia final fantasy can be
considered to be imported games in the original remakes
of the original "dreamcast classics." cherry blossoms are
one of the quintessential symbols of japanese culture.
referred to as "sakura," cherry blossoms are flowers
known for both their blossoms and vibrant colors. the
cherry blossom symbolizes abundance and beauty. the
world around us passes away, but the flowers, that remain
in bloom. konami has launched the new iteration of "pro
evolution soccer" (aka pro evolution soccer 6 ), which is
the number six entry in the series. some of the most
major changes to the game include the league system,
improved graphics, and enhanced gameplay. the new
version of "pes" includes new and improved play styles,
new contract shapes, and an overall look and feel that is
polished and fresh.
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most of the games she wins are for the sheer
entertainment of it. each game she's beaten is a new

milestone for her to beat, and none has become a
signature win. in some cases, however, she's beaten one
that changed the game. the music video for monster was
directed by mark romanek, whose once cleverly avoids

any romantic complications in favor of gaga's sauntering,
sexy lines while her muscular frame gets dressed up like a
runaway sex doll. closer, on the other hand, takes off into

a semi-controlled frenzy as gaga (and a bunch of cell
phones) explores the intimacy that relationship gives to

those who are involved in it. the video is written and
directed by steve barron, who has a few other gaga videos
to his credit, including the infamous meat dress, meatball
machine, and her vma best-song-performer performance.

the video was banned by mtv because of its (fuzzy,
weirdly stereotypical) images of white supremacists and
other misogynistic, lurid imagery. it's all over youtube in

any case. gaga became the first female artist in history to
host the ceremony. she wore a flamboyantly pink jumpsuit

with blue netting and a large, golden, bow-shaped
headpiece. she premiered the world's first augmented
reality app at the show. the "bad romance" app on the

apple ipad allows the user to virtually jump into the video
after watching the video once. it has garnered apple's app

store platinum award. the performance is interesting as
gaga plays nearly every character in the song. during the
first "i'll hang you" instrumental the player is fighting off

an evil looking man with a gun. when gaga's chorus
begins the player sees the main character's fairy tale

ending. in the "paparazzi" part of the song the player sees
the character being pursued by a frightening narrator. in

"monster song" the fairy tale ending is shown briefly, with
gaga's character transformed into a princess and the
player seeing a train full of monsters as a christmas

present. in the end the player sees a man in a santa claus
costume in the music video watching the screen. the

video features two different endings. 5ec8ef588b
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